I’d Like to Give You FULL ACCESS to the National Institute for Cannabis Investors

Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault…
The Most Comprehensive and Lucrative Database of
Cannabis Companies on the Planet
Use this one-of-a-kind stock screener RIGHT NOW to double…
triple… or even quadruple your profit potential
Hi, it’s Mike Ward…
Co-founder of the National Institute of Cannabis Investors.
I want to take your investing to the next level…
And give you more opportunities to grow your money even faster.
That’s why I’m contacting you today.

I’d like to give you FULL ACCESS to the enormous wealth potential
hidden inside “The Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault.”
That’s what we call our extensive and proprietary cannabis stock database… the only one of its kind in the
world.
It contains everything you would ever want to know about EVERY publicly traded cannabis company in North
America, including…
✓

Company names and business overviews…

✓

Financials and business plans…

✓

Revenue and share price forecasts…

✓

Shares outstanding…

✓

Diluted shares outstanding…

✓

Equity market value… and much, much more.

Over 100 cannabis companies currently exist in this database – and it’s growing larger every day.
Each company is fully analyzed by some of the world’s top cannabis experts and rated on a scale of 1 to 5.

If a company is given a 5, our research has shown it’s a strong buy that could potentially make you a boatload
of money.
If it’s a 1, the company is simply too risky of an investment at this time.
With this unique rating system, you can know with just a glance the companies to target for the biggest
potential profits – and which ones to avoid.
And it’s not just the publicly traded companies.
The Vault also contains the most promising new startups… companies our research suggests could become the
next breakout company of the cannabis industry.
Plus, you’ll also be kept in the loop on cannabis IPOs that have the potential to give you the biggest paydays
you’ll ever see in your life.
In short…

It’s the most comprehensive database of cannabis
stocks in existence, bar none.
To build this invaluable database, our team uses a proprietary analytic system we call NICILytics.
NICILytics digs deep and leaves no stone unturned.
Every piece of data on every cannabis company in North America – whether it’s share counts, market caps,
revenue potential, or stock forecasts – is all meticulously presented and analyzed.
That puts everything you need to know about hundreds of pot stocks right at your fingertips… and the
database is growing all the time.
If there’s a buyout or a merger… if a cannabis company IPOs… if an upcoming catalyst is poised to potentially
shoot a company’s stock through the roof… you will find out about it here.
Everything – even the smallest of details – is recorded in this one-of-a-kind database and fully vetted by our
experts.
Simply put…

The Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault holds everything you need to help you get the
jump on other investors… and potentially make an absolute fortune.
For example, our experts recently completed an in-depth analysis on Acreage Holdings – which has one of the
most diverse portfolios of cultivation, processing, and dispensing operations in the United States.
This company doesn’t just boast having former Speaker of the House John Boehner on its board of advisors. It
also has…

•

Cultivation operations in nine states (four of which have legalized recreational marijuana)…

•

22 dispensaries in 10 states…

•

And a diverse brand portfolio – offering products that appeal to new and experienced cannabis users
alike.

But here’s what convinced us to give Acreage one of our strongest ratings…
Not only is it planning to more than triple its number of dispensaries by 2020 – for a total of 78 dispensaries
throughout 19 states…
But it’s also working on a fourfold expansion of its cultivation space in 2019 that would increase capacity in
each region it has operations.
These two facts alone could cause Acreage Holdings’ revenues to explode – and send its stock price right
through the roof.
Had you known this, you could have targeted this company. And you could have already seen 89.77% gains –
nearly doubling your investment in as little as three weeks.
You could also have cashed out on all of these cannabis winners…
International Cannabis Corp.
Hexo Corp.
Green Thumb Industries
Canopy Growth Corp.
Cresco Labs
Trulieve Cannabis Corp.
KushCo Holdings Inc.

96.00%
68.79%
67.12%
65.90%
57.37%
56.57%
52.49%

Many of these gains came in as little as 11 to 30 days!
Every one of these stocks is listed in The Vault, and every one of them has been given high marks by our
experts.
But let me be clear…

Such detailed, rigorously vetted information on cannabis companies
CANNOT be found anywhere else.
You won’t get data like this from Bloomberg, which costs thousands per month.
And you certainly won’t see it on free sites like Yahoo!
We know, because we’ve looked.

When the National Institute for Cannabis Investors team started to search for the best cannabis companies in
the world to recommend to our subscribers, we were shocked at the poor quality of data available.
We’re not talking about complicated stuff here.
Even basic information like the company’s name, its lines of business, and its number of shares was just wrong
on every platform we looked at.
You wouldn't want to ride on an airplane where the pilot has been given the wrong coordinates, would you?
So why would you want to invest in a stock based on the wrong information?

The Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault makes it easy to pinpoint
the likely winners… and maximize your profit potential.
All of the cannabis companies in our database have undergone our comprehensive vetting process and
analysis.
Everything you could possibly need to know to reach a potentially profitable investment decision is right at
your fingertips.
Looking for a specific company? Just type in the name and hit search.
Want to see all the cannabis tech stocks, or the medical firms, or the up-and-coming brands? Just sort the
database by market sector.
Prefer to find just the best of the best? Simply sort by rating to pull up every company we’ve rated a 4 or a 5…
the ones our research has spotlighted as the best buys.

Any one of these companies could be your next double-,
triple-, or quadruple-digit winner.
Take Green Growth Brands, for example.
It’s a licensed retail, cultivation, manufacturing, and processing operation for medical and recreational
marijuana out of Nevada.
And our research shows… this company is doing just about everything right.
Not only has it used its retail partnerships… cannabis dispensaries… and 12,000-square-foot cultivation and
processing facility to establish a solid foundation in Nevada…
But it’s also steadily growing with the launch of new CBD products and plans to expand cultivation and
processing operations with a 200,000-square-foot greenhouse.
That’s why we’ve given Green Growth Brands one of our strongest ratings.

If you had access to this information in The Vault, you could have jumped on board when this company’s stock
was selling for a mere $2.70 a share…
And pocketed gains of as much as 129.63% in as little as 40 days.
That’s enough to turn a modest $5,000 investment into $11,482 in about a month!
Your exclusive access to the Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault can help you discover breakout companies like
Acreage and Green Growth Brands – and potentially profit on them – before anyone else.
You’ll get the edge you need to help yourself capitalize on this historic opportunity… get in on the ground floor
of our most lucrative industry… and chart a path that could possibly turn you into a marijuana millionaire.

Complete, unrestricted access to this gold mine of cannabis stock data
is yours FREE for a LIFETIME…
When you accept my invitation today to become a member of the Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE.
Cannabis is already a $10.8 billion-a-year industry. And that’s with only a fraction of U.S. states on board with
legalized marijuana.
As more states – and eventually, the federal government itself – jump on the cannabis band wagon, it could
easily explode to $100 billion and quite possibly $1 trillion.
If you can beat other investors to the punch, you could make an absolute fortune.
The time to strike is now…
That’s why we created the Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE.
We’ve assembled the most successful cannabis CEOs, investors, and politically-connected players in modern
history for our advisory board…
•

Danny Brody – One of the world’s foremost authorities on the cannabis market who has taken two
cannabis firms public – generating more than $2.2 billion in new wealth for investors. (One of them
was the largest cannabis IPO in history.) He currently serves as the VP of The Green Organic Dutchman.

•

John Vardaman – The former senior lawyer with the Department of Justice who served under both
Presidents Bush and Obama and helped draft the Cole Memo – which protects marijuana-legal states
from federal scrutiny.

•

Dr. Avtar Dhillon – The Chairman of the Canada Cannabis Association and former CEO of Inovio
Pharmaceuticals – with more than 20 years of experience in building public companies through
mergers and acquisitions.

•

Jenn Larry – The President of CBD Strategy Group – a communications, brand development, and
design-focused firm built for the cannabis industry.

•

Dr. Michael Dor – A graduate of Tel Aviv University and Harvard who now serves as the senior advisor
on cannabis research for the Israeli Ministry of Health.

•

Michael Robinson – A leading Silicon Valley venture capital expert who has served on the board of one
major VC firm and advised 12 tech startups. Along with venture capital, his specialty is cannabis
technology investing.

•

Ernie Tremblay – One of America’s leading biotech investment experts – with more than 25 years of
experience following and analyzing the latest developments in health, medicine, and related
technologies. For the last five years, he’s devoted countless hours and research to studying the
curative properties of cannabis.

For the first time ever, this “who’s who” of the cannabis industry has joined forces.

Our sole mission is to help transform you into a marijuana millionaire!
We’re going to leverage our board members’ intelligence gathering… their business connections… and their
political connections…
To keep you informed about coming catalysts, IPOs, and mergers.
Every time there’s an opportunity to make big money in the cannabis industry, you’ll hear about it first, before
the rest of the world gets clued in.
As I mentioned earlier, all of our research – everything we discover about cannabis companies – is carefully
stored in the Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault.
When you become a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member, this one-of-a-kind, comprehensive stock
database will always be right at your fingertips. Just a simple search for our best-rated companies could be all
you need to start earning your marijuana millions.
But we can do even better than that.
We’re going to help you hit the ground running…

As Soon as You Fill Out the Form Below, You’ll Be Rushed
Four Special Investment Reports
Each one of these reports focuses on an investment opportunity with the potential to make you very rich…
•

Special Report #1: Prescription-Free CBD: The Firm Set to Disrupt the $1.1 Trillion
Pharmaceutical Industry
Studies have shown that the CBD component in cannabis is an effective treatment for chronic pain…
epileptic seizures… and so much more.
The nearly endless medical applications are spurring the CBD market to grow as much as 3,667% over

the next five years. And the firm we identify in this special report is set to capture the lion’s share of
the market.
•

Special Report #2: The Innovator: A Simple Solution for a Big-Dollar Problem
When this cannabis tech company came up with a simple solution to a big problem, its sales
skyrocketed – triggering 30-fold growth in just four years.
Considering this is a multibillion-dollar market, this company is still tiny. So, there’s still time to cash in
on potentially huge gains. We’ll show you how.

•

Special Report #3: Cannabis’s First Household Name Could Make You a Fortune
Brands are the future of cannabis. And the company targeted in this report has found a unique way to
build its brand without traditional advertising (which isn’t an option for cannabis products).
It’s worked so well, sales have multiplied 19 times over the past two years. As this company continues
to build brand recognition, we expect both revenues and stock price to substantially increase –
delivering possibly huge windfalls to investors.

•

Special Report #4: The #1 Cannabis Startup to Target Today
Angel investing in privately-held startups is highly speculative. But it can also be highly lucrative. A
small investment in the right startup could earn you a fortune.
Just look at Uber’s unprecedented 30,000-fold return. If you had invested a mere $100 when Uber was
just getting started, you’d be looking at a cool $3 million right now.
In this special report, we’ll show you all the ins and outs of angel investing in cannabis startups. Plus,
we’ll give you the details of a unique opportunity already locked and loaded for you.

But this is only the beginning…

We’re also going to send you a Cannabis Investment
Package every month – for the rest of your life.
It could contain details on a firm with a breakthrough CBD treatment... a new cannabis tech play… or an
emerging billion-dollar brand.
It’ll be a different opportunity every month. But here’s what you can count on…
Every cannabis stock we’ll bring you has the potential to deliver a 1,000%+ windfall.
As a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member, you’ll receive all of our research and analysis – PLUS, a Video
Investor Presentation to guide you through every chart, all the financials, and our projections for future
returns.
You’ll have everything you need to know to make a wise investment decision.

And if you choose to invest, you just have to follow our streamlined set of instructions.
We’ll be by your side as each opportunity develops…
•

Our proprietary Portfolio Tracker will monitor their growth.

•

Our Weekly Progress Reports will cover every new development, merger, and acquisition.

•

Our Real-Time Profit Alerts will notify you when it’s time to cash out of any of our cannabis plays.

Plus, every quarter we’ll mail you a comprehensive State of the Cannabis Industry Dossier. It will give you a
complete forecast for each segment of the industry.
Your Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE membership also gives you…

An opportunity to score BIG with the smallest cannabis stocks…
with our monthly Micro-Cap Stock Videos.
Some investors are afraid of micro-cap stocks, but you don’t have to be.
Yes, they’re the smallest publicly traded companies out there. And they do tend to be riskier and more
volatile.
You certainly shouldn’t bet the farm on them. But smart investors know…
These are the companies that can give you the biggest paydays.
Take a micro-cap company like Global Hemp Group.
In July of 2017, they were trading as low as 1.3 cents per share.
That means you could have bought 38,461 shares for just $500 – which is a huge stake for such a small sum of
cash.
And if you held on to those shares for just five months, they would have shot up to peak gains of 2,330%.

That’s enough to turn your small $500 investment into $12,154!
Or look at Supreme Cannabis.
They started out as a tiny micro cap – trading for just over five cents per share…
So you could have claimed 10,000 shares for the same $500.
And if you had, it would have rewarded you extremely well. Because Supreme Cannabis leapt up to peak gains
of 4,855%.

That would have transformed your $500 into an impressive $24,778.
But that’s not even the best you can do.

Take OWC Pharmaceuticals.
In July of 2016, this micro-cap was trading for just 1.5 cents a share.
So, if you once again decided to invest just $500 at that price, you would own more than 33,000 shares.
And over the seven months that followed, those shares would have rocketed up to a peak gain of 21,433%!

That $500 stake in OWC could have turned into $107,667.
This is exceptional and certainly rare. But the fact is…
The only place you can turn $500 into over $100,000 is with micro-cap stocks like these.
And now with a Lifetime membership to Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE, you’ll be introduced to one of
these potentially huge moneymakers every month… for the rest of your life.

You can unlock even more wealth-building opportunities i
n the Cannabis Investors Network.
Our board members and experts are very active in this network.
They spend hour after hour spilling all their best secrets.
Even better…
They’re enlisting the industry’s sharpest CEOs and executives to conduct Virtual Business Pitches just for our
members.
They’ll explain why you should consider investing in their companies.
In fact, we have 11 business pitches waiting for you right now.

You’ll also be able to network with your fellow members…
•

You get access to an ELITE-members-only forum where you can discuss stocks and angel investing
opportunities you don’t want to share with the wider network.

•

You can create your own forums to share your biggest wins and investment tips.

•

With the click of a few buttons, you can start your own local chapter of the Cannabis Investors
Network.

•

You’ll also be able to participate in our Monthly Boardroom Meetings, where the industry’s top
experts exchange business ideas and present new opportunities.

If you have any questions for them, you can submit them live.
As a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member, you’ll always be at the front of the line.
And you’ll always receive this priority, VIP treatment – for LIFE.

New to cannabis investing? No problem!
To make this accessible to everyone, we’ve created a five-part video training series.
It shows you everything you need to know about this exciting new industry...
Including step-by-step instructions for buying your first cannabis stock.
That way you can take advantage of this.
Even if you’ve never made an investment in your life.
Nothing is too good for our Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE members…

You’ll even receive a VIP Backstage Pass
to every annual retreat, for LIFE.
Every year, you will be able to meet face to face with some of the biggest names in cannabis.
You’ll shake hands with the CEOs of the companies driving this green gold rush.
You’ll get to meet executives at the most promising startups.
You’ll have a front-row seat as key players present their latest developments.
And you can network with your fellow members at the kick-off cocktail party.
It’s going to be a blast.
And you can even bring a friend or spouse along with you.

Your Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE membership gives you
all the information, access, and guidance you need
to help you become the next Marijuana Millionaire.
Let’s do a quick recap.
When you accept this invitation to become a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member, you will receive…
•

Unlimited access to the comprehensive cannabis stock database housed in the Marijuana Millionaire’s
Vault…

•

Monthly Cannabis Investment Packages containing our research and analysis on stocks that have the
potential to deliver a 1,000%+ windfall…

•

Monthly Micro-Cap Spotlight Videos that reveal how you can get the biggest paydays from the
smallest cannabis companies…

•

“Front-of-the-line” treatment in the Cannabis Investors Network – including exclusive access to the
ELITE-members-only forum…

•

A VIP upgrade to our annual retreat, and...

•

Access to our five-part video training series for cannabis investing… for LIFE.

Plus, you get four special reports – each one containing a cannabis investment opportunity that has the
potential to deliver life-changing windfalls…
Special Report #1: Prescription-Free CBD: The Firm Set to Disrupt the $1.1 Trillion Pharmaceutical
Industry
Special Report #2: The Innovator: A Simple Solution for a Big-Dollar Problem
Special Report #3: Cannabis’s First Household Name Could Make You a Fortune
Special Report #4: Angel Deals: The #1 Cannabis Startup to Target Today

You stand to make a fortune… but it won’t cost you one to join.
Let me be straight with you…
Putting a price on a membership that offers so much value was tricky.
For one thing, this is an expensive endeavor for us. Just imagine the manpower it takes to constantly research,
analyze, and rate all the cannabis data in the Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault. It doesn’t come cheap.
And look at the value we’re providing. The comprehensive research in The Vault alone is worth untold
amounts of money to investors.

We could easily charge $3,000, $4,000, or more per year for just The Vault – and most investors would gladly
pay it.
But you won’t have to pay anywhere near that much for your Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE membership.
You won’t have to pay $599 either – which is what we’ll soon be charging folks to receive just the Cannabis
Investment Packages for one year.
Through this special, one-time offer, you can become a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member – and enjoy
VIP treatment and privileges for a LIFETIME…
For a single payment of just $495.
That’s it. That one-time payment instantly grants you a subscription for LIFE.
Your membership will never expire. And unlimited, VIP access to millionaire-making data in The Vault… the
monthly Cannabis Investment Packages… the ELITE-members-only forum… and so much more…
Will be yours FOREVER.
Going forward, you will only need to cover a minimal, $4.95-a-year fee for postage and maintenance... and
we’ve already taken care of the first year for you.
What’s more…

You are fully protected by TWO 100% Money-Back Guarantees!
We have eliminated ALL risk of becoming a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member by offering not one…
but TWO 100% Money-Back, Satisfaction Guarantees.
100% Money-Back Guarantee #1:
Go ahead and test drive your Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE membership for the next 60 days.
Explore the extensive cannabis data in the Marijuana Millionaire’s Vault. Examine the research and analysis we
provide in your monthly Cannabis Investment Packages. Check out the Micro-Cap Spotlight Videos. Join in on
the ELITE-members-only forum.
If you aren’t blown away by the nonstop stream of opportunities, then simply contact our concierge VIP
service team, and we’ll instantly refund your full membership.
100% Money-Back Guarantee #2:
At least five of the opportunities we present will give you the chance at 10-fold returns over the next 12
months, or you can contact our team and they’ll refund every penny.
There’s no risk to you whatsoever. So, what are you waiting for?
The cannabis industry is turning ordinary investors into millionaires.

You could be next… but you must ACT NOW.
We’ve never seen an opportunity like the one today with cannabis.
This may be the only chance you’ll ever get in your life to lock in a ground-floor opportunity in a brand-new
market – one that has the potential to explode to $100 billion… $1 trillion… or even more.
As a Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE member, we can help you find the absolute best stocks – so you can
have an opportunity to get rich in the cannabis market while it’s still in the process of becoming fully legal in
America…
And before big institutions can pour billions of dollars into it.
We want to give you your shot at marijuana millions.
This is every investor’s dream – and yours for the taking.
All it takes is just one payment of $495 – and you’ll have unlimited access to the tools you need to put
yourself ahead of the cannabis investing game… for LIFE.
But you must act now.
Because many of these cannabis stocks are so small, we must keep our available memberships low…
So, we can only accept the first 229 people who take me up on this offer today.
I cannot promise you’ll ever see anything like this again, so don’t delay.
Take a moment to respond to this offer NOW.
Just complete the short subscription form below, and a LIFETIME Cannabis Investor’s Report ELITE
membership is all yours.
To your success,

Mike Ward
Co-Founder
National Institute for Cannabis Investors

When you purchase a Lifetime Membership to the Cannabis Investor’s Report with your credit card, you will
be billed $495 immediately. Each year we will automatically bill you a small annual maintenance fee of $4.95
that we must charge to cover administration costs. Without it, we could not make this lifetime offer to you.
You are free to cancel your account any time within the 60-day trial period to receive a full refund if you are
not 100% satisfied.

